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Quasars hosting supermassive black holes
discovered at z~6-7 (Tuni~800 Myr)
● Formation and growth of black holes
● Chemical evolution and stellar population 
● Lighthouses of the early universe 
and used to characterize the  
intergalactic medium and 
constrain reionization
           
First we have to 
find high-z QSOs
e.g Fan+2006,Venemans+13,
Reed+15,Matsuoka+16,Banados+16
Quasar emission shifted to the red part 
of the optical spectrum
IR observations
Number density is very low (~1 Gpc-3)
Large sky area
T=0.3 Gyr z~12 
  
The search for High-z QSOs: The Pan-STARRS1 Survey
 1.8m telescope in Hawaii
 Survey in grizy, dec>-30˚
What is different from SDSS ?
● Coverage in the south → 
multiwavelength follow up with 
VLT, ALMA...
● Deeper in the redder filter (~>1 
mag in z)
● y filter enables high-z QSOs 
searches
+ other NIR large area surveys
UHS
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The search for High-z QSOs: selection criteria
● Cuts in the color-color space
Database selection
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● Cuts in the color-color space
● SED Fit
● Automatic rejection of outliers via forced photometry on the 
stacked and single epoch images
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The search for High-z QSOs: selection criteria
● Cuts in the color-color space
● SED Fit
● Automatic rejection of outliers via forced photometry on the 
stacked and single epoch images
● Visual inspection
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Spectroscopic Follow up
Magellan/FIRE
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The search for High-z QSOs: selection criteria
● Cuts in the color-color space
● SED Fit
● Automatic rejection of outliers via forced photometry on the 
stacked and single epoch images
● Visual inspection
Database selection
Photometric Follow up
Spectroscopic Follow up
79 new z~6 QSOs 
10 at z > 6.4
Banados,..,Mazzucchelli,.. et al. 2016
  
 10 Pan-STARRS1 QSOs
 3 VIKING QSOs
 1 HSC QSO
 1 UKIDSS QSO
Venemans et al. 2013
Matsuoka et al. 2016
Mortlock et al. 2011
Venemans et al. 2015
Tang et al. 2016
Mazzucchelli et al. in prep
 3 VIKING QSOs
[CII] observations for 11 QSOs 
(ALMA+NOEMA)
Very precise redshifts 
Δz ~ 0.004—0.0001
15 QSOs at z > 6.4
  
We compare the high-z sample with low-z QSOs
from SDSS DR7+DR12  
QSOs z > 6.4:
log MBH = 9.22 ± 0.34 dex
log Lbol = 46.92 ± 0.29 dex 
Lbol/LEdd = 0.40 
QSOs 0.35 < z < 2.25:
log MBH = 8.81 ± 0.18 dex
log Lbol = 46.09 ± 0.22 dex 
Lbol/LEdd = 0.14
Mg II line region
z=6.5881
Black Hole Masses: comparison with low-z QSOs
SDSS 0.35 < z < 2.25 
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massive black holes and accrete 
faster than quasars at low z
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We compare the high-z sample with low-z QSOs
from SDSS DR7+DR12  
QSOs z > 6.4:
log MBH = 9.22 ± 0.34 dex
log Lbol = 46.92 ± 0.29 dex 
Lbol/LEdd = 0.40 
QSOs 0.35 < z < 2.25:
log MBH = 8.81 ± 0.18 dex
log Lbol = 46.09 ± 0.22 dex 
Lbol/LEdd = 0.14
Quasars at z>6.4 host more 
massive black holes and accrete 
faster than quasars at low z
Caveat! 
Quasars at high-z are biased 
towards higher luminosities
Mg II line region
z=6.5881
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The growth of a black hole Mf with initial mass Mi can be expressed as:
Pop III Stars Remnants
If:
- t = t (zQSO)
- Obs Lbol/Ledd const
- ε=0.07
Direct Collapse
Stellar remnants models 
are discouraged over 
direct collapse/dynamics 
interaction
Black Hole Masses: constraints on BH seeds
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Caveat! 
Lbol=LEdd → MBH Seeds small 
  
FeII/MgII flux ratio can be used as a first-order proxy for the abundance ratio of Fe/Mg
Study of the abundance ratio over cosmic time gives insights on the onset of the star 
formation and on the evolution of stellar population in high-z quasars
Fe/Mg Abundance Ratio Evolution
No evolution of Mg/Fe with redshift within 
the large uncertainties
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Near Zones: evolution with redshift
RNZ
We measure the radius of the region ionized by the quasar as the 
distance at which Fobs = 10% Femit
We correct the near zone size for the luminosity 
dependence and study the evolution of RNZ,corr with 
redshift
Shallow evolution of the near 
zones sizes with cosmic time
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We present a study of several properties of z > 6.4 QSOs sample:
Conclusions
● High-z QSOs BHs are more massive
and accrete faster than the low-z sample
and estimated mass BH seeds >10^4 Msun  
● Shallow evolution of
    near zone sizes with redshift
● No Evolution of FeII/MgII at z > 6.4 within the large 
uncertainties 
We have found 10 QSOs in the Pan-STARRS1 at z > 6.4
    4 public (Venemans+15, Tang+16) and 6 to be (soon!) published (Mazzucchelli in prep) 
